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Specialised waxing has become highly popular in salons and has become a very lucrative treatment. 
Learn how to perform advanced waxing techniques using Hive Brazilian Hot film Wax. 
 
Hive Hot Film Waxes have changed the way hot waxing is viewed.  Traditional hot wax pellets are 
renowned to be brittle and break if not applied and removed at exactly the right temperature.  The 
new formulations of Hive Hot Film Waxes have the addition of plasticides to help maintain flexibility 
and aid easy removal therefore causing less discomfort to your clients.  You can now enjoy the quality 
and benefits of hot wax without the worry for you or your client. 
 
Includes: 

 Introduction  

 Preparation 

 General Practice 

 Contra-indications 

 Product Information and Equipment Demonstration 

 Aftercare 

 Cleaning and Maintenance 

 Training Manual   

 Practical  
 
Delegate Requirements: 

 Advanced Level: Fully qualified in Beauty Therapy or qualified to at least NVQ level 3 

 Must also be very professional, extremely competent and confident in bikini waxing 

 MUST bring copy of certificate of qualification to the course  

 Model required.  Models must understand nature of treatment.  

 Models bikini hair must be trimmed to no longer than half an inch 
 
Duration: 
One day course.  Please check exact timings with Hive Trainer when booking course date  
 
Continual Professional Development: 
7 points awarded 
 
Attendance: 
Maximum 3 delegates at Training Centre, with models.  For In-Salon Training depends on room size 
and can be discussed.   
 
Training Fee: 
130€ plus IVA set fee  (training only)  
 
 
Kits:  Kits are available to purchase at an advantageous price.  
We do keep most items in stock, however if you would like any kits or products to take after the 
training please discuss and decide before hand and order them in advance to avoid disappointment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Advanced Waxing  

including Brazilian & Hollywood Waxing 
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In-Salon Training Room Requirements (Salon to provide): 

 Couch per pair delegates covered with towelling cover and plastic waxing cover.   

 Couch positioned with enough room for delegates to move freely around couch / area 

 Couch roll 

 Trolley next to couch, surfaces covered in couch roll 

 Medium modesty towel per couch 

 Bin under couch 

 Tissues on trolley 

 Room must be well ventilated, or air-conditioned 

 Plug socket next to each couch 

 Hand washing facilities 

 Changing area / screen to undress behind and provide modesty during the treatment. 


